Slam Catch - for Ø 10 mm Round Rods
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Material:
 Housing: Stainless steel (304).
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 Jaws and housing: Glass fibre reinforced polyamide (PA6GF30) black.
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 Jaw-rollers: Brass.
 Optional fixing plate: Steel, zinc
plated.
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 Optional threaded inserts male/
female: Steel, zinc plated.
 Rod: Steel, zinc plated.
 Rod adapter: Zinc, zinc plated.
References, Accessories:
 Rod guide: Page 2-570.
 Two- or three-point cam (for use
with standard T-, or L-handles):
Page 2-510.

A heavy duty catch with slam-latch-action. Commonly used hidden in vehicle doors and
similar as it will firmly grip a rod inserted radially through it's jaws. These are equipped
with miniature brass rollers to allow for slight movement.The jaws will only open to let
the rod in. To remove rod, it must therefore be pulled out lengthwise from the jaws.
This action is simplified with the brass rollers.
The catch engages easily, latching the rod inside the unit. For large vehicles, the latch
may be ordered pre-mounted in the optional spring-loaded fixation plate to compensate
for sideways movements of panels and doors. This spring-loaded combination (B) will
also prevent wear on the latching rod as the latching point will smoothly flex in the
application. Use Torx "T-30" bit for mounting version B.

 Suggested handles are found in the
Vision Series, (p. 1-002.01 and onward). Vector Series (page 2-810b,
2-820b, 2-830b, 2-831b, 2-832b
or 2-834b.) or in the Defeater
Series (page 2-340, 2-350, 2-351
and 2-352.)
Contact us for further suggestions
for other handles in your particular
application.

The latch will accomodate a Ø 10 mm latching rod P/N 282130-LLLL that is supplied
on request in custom lengths (-LLLL in the part number is specified as the custom
length in mm) and is used together with a 10 mm rod adapter with ear: 282119-10.
The adapter adds 14 mm to the total length (see drawing).
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Slam Catch and Accessories
P/N

Description

Drawing

282135-01

Slam catch - basic version

A

282135

Slam catch with spring-loaded fixation plate

B

282119-10

Adapter, for Ø 10 mm rod
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282130-LLLL

Round rod, Ø 10 mm. LLLL = Custom rod length in mm
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